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This corporate presentation is intended to provide an overview of the business of Railtown AI Technologies Inc. (“Railtown” or the "Company"). It has been prepared for information purposes only and does 
not purport to be complete. It is not intended to be relied upon as advice to, or as a solicitation from, investors or potential investors in connection with a distribution of securities of the Company, and does 
not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. The information in this presentation is not intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or potential 
investors and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. This presentation should not be construed as legal, financial or tax advice to any 
individual, as each individual’s circumstances are different. Readers should consult with their own professional advisors regarding their particular circumstances.

Certain statements in this presentation are forward-looking statements, including statements as to future events, results and plans. Forward-looking statements are sometimes but not always identified by 
such words as “targeted”, “can”, “will”, “anticipates”, “projects”, “expects”, “intends”, “likely”, “plans”, “should”, “could” or “may” or grammatical variations thereof. These forward-looking statements 
reflect Railtown’s current beliefs and are based on information currently available to Railtown and assumptions Railtown believes are reasonable. Actual results and developments may differ materially from 
results and developments discussed in the forward-looking statements as they are subject to a number of significant risks and uncertainties, including: dependence on market growth; changes in general 
economic conditions; failure to achieve expected revenue growth; changes in operating expenses; changes in legal or regulatory requirements; competitive pressures, including the introduction of competing 
technologies and competitors with greater financial resources; failure to anticipate and react quickly to changes in technology or in industry standards; changes in customer and market requirements and 
standards; international business relationships and foreign currency exchange rates; failure to recruit and retain key technical sales, marketing and management personnel; infringement of intellectual 
property or enforcement of Railtown’s intellectual property; and, in the event Railtown obtains a stock exchange listing, the costs associated with operating a public company. Certain of these risks and 
uncertainties are beyond the Company’s control. Consequently, all of the forward-looking statements are qualified by these cautionary statements, and there can be no assurances that the actual results or 
developments will be realized or, even if substantially realized, that they will have the expected consequences or benefits to, or effect on, Railtown.

The information contained in this presentation is derived from management of the Company and otherwise from publicly available information and does not purport to contain all of the information that an 
investor may desire to have in evaluating whether or not to make an investment in Railtown. The information has not been independently verified, may prove to be imprecise, and is subject to material 
updating, revision and further amendment. While management is not aware of any misstatements regarding any industry data presented herein, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or 
given by or on behalf of Railtown as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted by any person for such 
information or opinions. The forward-looking statements and information in this presentation speak only as of the date of this presentation and the Company assumes no obligation to update or revise such 
information to reflect new events or circumstances, except as may be required by applicable law. Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements and 
information are reasonable, there can be no assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Because of the risks, uncertainties and assumptions contained herein, prospective investors should not 
read forward-looking information as guarantees of future performance or results and should not place undue reliance on forward-looking information. Nothing in this presentation is, or should be relied upon 
as, a promise or representation as to the future.



To the extent any forward-looking statement in this presentation constitutes “future-oriented financial information” or “financial outlooks” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws, such 
information is being provided to demonstrate the anticipated market penetration and the reader is cautioned that this information may not be appropriate for any other purpose and the reader should not place 
undue reliance on such future-oriented financial information and financial outlooks. Future-oriented financial information and financial outlooks, as with forward-looking statements generally, are, without 
limitation, based on the assumptions and subject to the risks set out above. The Company’s actual financial position and results of operations may differ materially from management’s current expectations 
and, as a result, the Company’s revenue and expenses. The Company’s financial projections were not prepared with a view toward compliance with published guidelines of International Financial Reporting 
Standards and have not been examined, reviewed or compiled by the Company’s accountants or auditors. The Company’s financial projections represent management’s estimates as of the dates indicated 
thereon.

This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor shall there be any sale of securities of the Company in any jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation or sale 
would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. The securities of the Company described herein have not been and will not be registered under the 
United States federal or state securities laws and may not be offered or sold in the United States, or to, or for the account or benefit of, “U.S. Persons” as such term is defined in Regulation S under the 
United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended, unless an exemption from registration is available.

This presentation may have been sent to you in an electronic form. You are reminded that documents transmitted via this medium may be altered or changed during the process of electronic transmission. 
You are responsible for protecting against viruses and other destructive items. Your receipt of this electronic transmission is at your own risk and it is your responsibility to take precautions to ensure that it is 
free from viruses and other items of a destructive nature. As a consequence of the above, neither the Company nor any director, officer, employee or agent of the Company or any affiliate of the Company 
accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever in respect of any difference between the presentation distributed to you in electronic format and the hard copy version that may be made available to you.

This presentation and its contents are confidential and are being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, forwarded, further distributed or published in whole or in part by any 
other person. Your acceptance of this presentation constitutes your agreement to (i) keep confidential all the information contained in this presentation, as well as any information derived by you from the 
information contained in this document (collectively, the “Confidential Information”) and not disclose any such Confidential Information to any other person, (ii) not use any of the Confidential Information 
for any purpose other than to evaluate the Company and its business, (iii) not copy this document without the Company’s prior consent, and (iv) promptly return this document and any copies thereof to the 
Company upon the Company’s request. No securities regulatory authority has expressed an opinion about these securities and it is an offence to claim otherwise. The offering contemplated by the Company 
constitutes a public offering of securities only in those jurisdictions where they may be lawfully offered for sale and therein only by persons permitted to sell such securities.
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● A preliminary prospectus containing important information relating to the securities described in this document 

has been filed with the securities regulatory authorities in each of the provinces of British Columbia, Alberta and 

Ontario. A copy of the preliminary prospectus, and any amendment, is required to be delivered with this 

document. The preliminary prospectus is still subject to completion. There will not be any sale or any acceptance 

of an offer to buy the securities until a receipt for the final prospectus has been issued.

● This document does not provide full disclosure of all material facts relating to the securities offered. Investors 

should read the preliminary prospectus, the final prospectus and any amendment for disclosure of those facts, 

especially risk factors relating to the securities offered, before making an investment decision
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Revolutionizing Agile Software Development with Artificial Intelligence



The Problem

     Facebook Instagram WhatsApp 
suffer worldwide outage

                          Software Bugs

“Our systems were designed to audit commands to 
prevent mistakes, our audit tool encountered a software 
bug which caused a failure to audit a command”

                               https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/oct/05/what-caused-facebook-whatsapp-instagram-outage



The Problem

     Internet Outage was caused by 
undiscovered Software Bug

                          Software Bugs

"We experienced a global outage due to an undiscovered    
software bug that surfaced on June 8 2021”.......Fastly CEO

              https://www.npr.org/2021/06/09/1004684932/fastly-tuesday-internet-outage-down-was-caused-by-one-customer-changing-setting



Coding Errors Cause Real World Catastrophic Events

https://www.zdnet.com/article/microsofts-azure-ad-authentication-outage-what-went-wrong/ https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/25/amazon-web-services-outage-takes-some-services-offline.html https://www.wired.com/story/facebook-data-leak-500-million-users-phone-numbers/

https://www.npr.org/2021/06/09/1004684932/fastly-tuesday-internet-outage-down-was-caused-by-one-customer-changing-setting https://techcrunch.com/2021/05/24/zocdoc-bug-patient-data https://www.businessinsider.com/flights-canceled-as-british-airways-hit-by-computer-problem-2019-8

Multi-day global outage for 
Microsoft services

“Latent code defect”

Cloud service crash takes down 
Target, Roku, Adobe and more

“...even small software 
glitches become a big deal”

Data breach exposes 
533 million personal records

“3 software flaws 
provided hackers access”

Twitter, New York Times, Reddit, 
and more offline globally

“...experienced a global 
outage due to an 

undiscovered software bug”

Flight cancellations strand 
over 20,000 passengers

“A single code error in the 
company’s internal 
scheduling system”

Sensitive personal data 
exposed for 7600 patients

“...caused by a software 
bug in ZocDoc’s own 

internal systems”



The Opportunity

   42% productivity loss dealing with bad code and technical debt

$85 Billion GDP Loss 
from developer time spent on bad code

● 41.1 Average hours per developer work week

● 17.3 Average hours spent on bad code & debugging

                                                   https://stripe.com/en-ca/reports/developer-coefficient-2018



The Opportunity

2020 

$2.1 
Trillion

Cost of poor software 
quality in the US

2020

$1.3 
Trillion 

Cost of technical debt 
caused by poor software
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Catching Critical Errors while Increasing Team Velocity



Tracing and correcting 
errors is complicated

It takes time to analyze and 
determine root cause, deploy a fix, 
and monitor the fix.

Finding new and 
critical errors is time 

consuming

Upwards of 40% of the 
development effort and time is 
spent on tracing and finding errors. 
Many tools and integrations are 
needed.

Improving efficiency 
needs, skills and 

discipline across the 
entire team

Many teams don't have the skills 
and resources needed to improve 
efficiency of the software, process, 
and team in a continuous 
seamless way

    Railtown’s Artificial Intelligence Platform is solving this huge problem



Real-time exception 
monitoring and alerting

Quickly understand errors 
and find important errors

Helps developers 
understand the error and 
fix the root cause faster

Railtown’s Artificial Intelligence Platform catches and categorizes                 
errors in each environment  throughout the development pipeline



Results
● Errors detected and corrected quickly
● Sensitive data protected
● Team/Process/Software continuously optimized 

With Railtown

  Railtown’s Artificial Intelligence Platform increases engineering velocity

Connect
● Logs
● Tickets
● Builds

Get Alerted + Use Dashboards
● New errors/Critical Errors/Sensitive data leak 
● Understand root cause and help fix issue
● Understand areas to optimize process, software and team

Before Railtown

Analyse 
● Logs
● Tickets
● Builds

Determine Priority 
● Run queries
● Determine impact vs other 

issues

Fix Issue
● Figure out root cause
● Deploy fix

Monitor Fix
● Monitor logs
● Monitor tickets
● Monitor builds
● Monitor Team
● Monitor Members
● Monitor Process

Results
● Run queries to see if 

issue is corrected

Teams stuck in ongoing iterative loops to detect, fix, and optimize code

Streamlined process uses AI to detect issues early and continuously optimize

Understand Issue
● Run queries
● Analyze issue
● Determine user/process 

application impact

Repeat

https://stripe.com/en-ca/reports/developer-coefficient-2018 

Up to 

40% 

of team’s 
time spent

Up to 

100% 

efficiency gain



Railtowns dashboards track efficiency gains across your 
development team as well as the health of the application



● Application overview Dashboard
○ Shows overall status/health of 

application
○ Shows trend of errors/issues for 

application
○ Allows team to triage and decide 

what to fix/what to focus on
○ Allows team to decide if they should 

continue or revert deployment

● Bucket Errors Dashboard
○ Shows the details of the error and 

which areas/user flows of the 
application it is affecting

○ Allows team to dig deep into the 
error and highlight the ticket(code 
change) that caused the error

○ Track tickets & progress the team 
has taken to fix the error

Application Dashboard



Developer Dashboard

● Track performance/velocity over time

● Visualize engineering strengths

● Address areas of improvement/skill development 



● Address critical and new errors

● Track team efficiency/performance over time

● Visualize areas of improvement for application, team, and 
process 

Team Manager Dashboard



Plans for all developers

Developer Edition
Basics for students, teachers and solo 

developers

✔ Single project
✔ Single developer
✔ Support local + 1 deployed environment
✔ Advanced error tracking and bucketing 
✔ Notification on errors

for students, teachers and solo developers

Team Edition
Advanced dashboards, analytics and CI/CD 

support for teams 

✔ Multi-project 
✔ Multi-developer
✔ Full CI/CD support
✔ Ticket Integration
✔ AI algorithm for matching errors with 
tickets in the CI/CD pipeline
✔ Personal information/Secret detection and 
alerting
✔ Advanced team and team member 
productivity Dashboards

for software teams, agencies and companies

Enterprise Edition
(OEM Resellers)

Custom deployment for enterprises 

✔ Multi-project 
✔ Multi-developer
✔ Full CI/CD support
✔ Ticket Integration
✔ AI algorithm for matching errors with 
tickets in the CI/CD pipeline
✔ Personal information/Secret detection and 
alerting
✔ Advanced team and team member 
productivity Dashboards

(custom integrations and deployments)

for large organizations

for large companies 
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Industry Comps



Data Dog (ticker DDOG) market cap $27.7 billion (01/06/21) 

What they do: 
- Application Monitoring and Security

How are we different: 
- We are an end to end Platform that integrates with Ticketing, Devops, and Logs providing 

comprehensive Team/Developers Insights and Alerts about Errors
- Root Cause Analysis and Point to Code Change causing issues
- Intelligent Grouping of Errors: reduce time fixing errors and number of alerts
- Insights from Developer Environments: reduces error and time spent fixing errors
- Use AI/Machine Learning to match errors to Tickets/Code Changes

How can we complement: 
- Work side by side to provide more comprehensive view of the the team, root cause analysis and 

Developer efficiency insights https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/ddog



Sumo Logic (ticker SUMO) market cap $2 billion (01/06/21)

What they do: 
- Monitoring, troubleshooting and security for applications

How are we different: 
- Root Cause Analysis and Point to Code Change causing issues : reduce time fixing errors
- Intelligent Grouping of Errors: reduce time fixing errors and number of alerts
- Insights from Developer Environments: reduces error and time spent fixing errors
- Use AI/Machine Learning to match errors to Tickets/Code Changes

How can we complement: 
- Work side by side to provide developer environment error tracking and ticket matching/insights 

https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/sumo



New Relic (ticker NEWR) market cap $4.0 billion (01/06/21)

What they Do: 
- Application Performance Monitoring and Alerting

How are we different: 
- We are not focused on Performance Monitoring
- We are an end to end Platform that integrates with Ticketing, Devops, and Logs providing 

comprehensive Insights and Alerts about Errors.
- Consolidated Alerting for CI/CD and Developer environments
- Root Cause Analysis and Point to Code Change causing issues
- Intelligent Grouping of Errors to reduce time fixing errors and number of alerts
- Use AI/Machine Learning to match errors to Tickets/Code Changes

How can we complement: 
- Work side by side to provide more comprehensive view of the the team and application 

https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/newr
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How it Works






